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Follow the instructions to complete the pervious and impervious surfaces
activity. Review the attached EPA flyer to learn about the impacts of
impervious surfaces on stormwater runoff and ways we can mitigate those
impacts. The activity will demonstrate how water is redirected to streams
when it comes into contact with impervious surfaces.

Supplies:

Water Bottles (2)

Paint Trays (2)

Sponges (2-6)

Plastic bag (1)

Water

Step 1: Fill each spray bottle with water. You won’t need too much—you can
recycle the water if you want to complete the activity multiple times.
Step 2: Place half of your sponges in the plastic bag so they’re flat and not
overlapping.
Step 3: Place the sponges in the plastic bag in one paint tray. Arrange the
other half of the sponges in the other paint tray so they’re situated similarly to
the ones in the plastic bag.
Step 4: Have participants spray each set of sponges so they can observe how
the water is absorbed or rolls off the bag.
Questions to Discuss:
• How does the water react differently when sprayed onto each set of
sponges? Why?
• What does the spray bottle represent? What do the sponges represent?
• Can you think of some pervious surfaces (represented by sponges
without a bag)? What about impervious surfaces (represented by
sponges in the bag)?
• How can you help the safety of water entering streams?
Additional Ideas:
Make it a game! Have one-person man each tray and spray at the same time.
Who can get the most absorbed into the sponges the fastest? It’s a foregone
conclusion, of course, but talk about why the sponges in the plastic bag do not
absorb anything.
When you run out of water, simply squeeze the water out into the trays, and
pour back into the bottles. Water some plants when you’re done!

